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Introduction

Computer networks and information and communication technologies (ICT) constitute the nerve system of modern society.† States, organizations, corporations, and individuals critically depend on information infrastructures for—among other things—commerce, communication, emergency services, energy production and distribution, mass transit, military defenses, and health services. The centrality of ICT in all facets of modern life—and the vulnerability of these technologies and infrastructures to threats and damage—necessitates close attention to issues of cybersecurity broadly understood. As a recent study states:

Cybersecurity incidents, be it [sic] intentional or accidental, are increasing at an alarming pace and could disrupt the supply of essential services we take for granted such as water, healthcare, electricity or mobile services. Threats can have different origins—including criminal, politically motivated, terrorist or state-

† Irving Younger Professor of Law and Director, Institute for International Legal & Security Studies, University of Minnesota Law School. I presented the first version of this Article in June 2013 in “Securing the Freedom and Stability of Cyberspace: The Role and Relevance of International Law,” an international conference organized by the International Law Division of the Federal Foreign Office of the Federal Republic of Germany and the University of Potsdam. Special thanks to my dear friend, Andreas Zimmermann, who was one of the co-organizers of the conference and who pushed me to explore the issues discussed in this Article. I also thank Stephanna Szotkowski and Andrew Leiendecker for their excellent research assistance.


sponsored attacks as well as natural disasters and unintentional mistakes. ²

In addition to the growing dependence on ICT, several other trends reinforce the concern about cybersecurity threats. ³ First is the growing dependence on computer networks by critical infrastructure systems (CIS), ⁴ defined in an Executive Order published by President Obama to include “systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters.” ⁵ A second trend


3. A November 2013 poll by the PEW Research Center found that seventy percent of Americans believed “cyber-attacks from other countries” represented a “major threat” to the United States, putting the fear of cyber incidents on par with domestic terrorist attacks and nuclear proliferation in Iran and North Korea. Public Sees U.S. Power Declining as Support for Global Engagement Slips, PEW RES. CTR. (Dec. 3, 2013), http://www.people-press.org/2013/12/03/public-sees-u-s-power-declining-as-support-for-global-engagement-slips/.

4. 1 N AT ‘L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECH., U.S. DEP’ T OF COMMERCE, FRAMEWORK FOR IMPROVING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE CYBERSECURITY 1 (2014). The National Institute of Standards and Technology explained:

The national and economic security of the United States depends on the reliable functioning of critical infrastructure. Cybersecurity threats exploit the increased complexity and connectivity of critical infrastructure systems, placing the Nation’s security, economy, and public safety and health at risk. Similar to financial and reputational risk, cybersecurity risk affects a company’s bottom line. It can drive up costs and impact revenue. It can harm an organization’s ability to innovate and to gain and maintain customers. Id.


The Department of Homeland Security lists as examples . . . professional sports
concerns the exponential growth in the complexity of computer-based systems,\textsuperscript{6} which makes these systems increasingly vulnerable to programming errors and bugs, as well as to malicious abuse and exploitation.\textsuperscript{7} Complexity is not only limited to individual programs and software: it is inherent in the structure of ICT networks as a whole. This complexity results in system configurations that may simply be unrecognized by those who depend on such systems. In addition, the low costs of entry into the world of computer networks and the ability of cyber attackers to disguise themselves make the world of computer networks an attacker-friendly environment.\textsuperscript{8} Third, the growing complexity of computer networks, and the data and information that they handle increases the reliance of such networks on Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA). Many SCADA devices communicate using Internet

\textsuperscript{6}One example is the growth in Source Lines of Codes (SLOC) in computer programs. The OECD study notes that while Windows NT 3.1 had 4.5 million SLOC, Windows XP had 40 million lines of code. OECD, supra note 5, at 22–23. More lines of code mean invariably a greater number of bugs in the software—even if we keep constant the ratio of bugs or lines.

\textsuperscript{7}See id. at 16–17. Cyber operations

can take place in an instant and come from anywhere in the world. They can be orchestrated and conducted from the comfort of a home or office, without the risks of spies and undercover operations, physical break-ins, and the handling of explosives. The number of targets that potentially could be reached is staggering. Operations could be launched by state or nonstate actors, and by individuals or groups. The cost to the perpetrators might be negligible, the losses to the victims immeasurable. Id.

\textsuperscript{8}See also Nicolas Jupillat, \textit{Armed Attacks in Cyberspace: The Unseen Threat to Peace and Security That Redefines the Law of State Responsibility}, 92 U. DET. MERCY L. REV. 115, 116 (2015) (“Cyberspace is an equalizing factor that empowers non-State actors to cause heavier damage than they would in conventional war fighting domains, at considerably lower costs.”).
protocols, sometimes over the public Internet, making them susceptible to attack.\footnote{OECD, supra note 5, at 21–22; Alan T. Murray & Tony H. Grubesic, Fortifying Large Scale, Geospatial Networks: Implications for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems, in \textit{1 Crisis Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications} 224, 239–240 (2014).} A fourth trend involves the move to cloud computing that entails the concentration of data and resources in infrastructures that are maintained by third-party providers while, at the same time, physically distributing those same infrastructures among a number—a potentially large number—of countries and jurisdictions.\footnote{See Jorge L. Contreras, Laura DeNardis & Melanie Teplinsky, \textit{Mapping Today’s Cybersecurity Landscape}, 62 Am. U. L. Rev. 1113, 1117 (2013).}

Legal scholarship about cybersecurity has focused on cyberspace as a new domain for warfare. As such, existing discussions have tended to concentrate on cyber “crime,” cyber “espionage,” cyber “attacks,” and cyber “warfare” as willfully perpetrated, pre-meditated, and intentional actions. Furthermore, existing legal literature has focused almost exclusively on the legal obligations of, and possible sanctions against, states and non-state actors that orchestrated cyber attacks, and to a much lesser extent on the responsibilities of states whose own cyber infrastructure has been used by another state or by non-state actors to carry out harmful cyber operations against a third state. This Article offers radically different perspectives on both counts. First, the Article recognizes that the harm to computer networks and physical systems interconnected with them may be just as catastrophic when the source of damage is not intentional, but rather, the result of human error or conventional threats. Second, the Article offers the first exploration and analysis of possible bases for, and scope of, responsibilities and obligations that may be imposed not on the state or non-state actor that originated the attack, but rather, on the directly affected state (DAS)—in other words, the state that is the target of the attack or the cyber incident that endangers their own ICT systems and CIS. The Article suggests that imposing legal and technological responsibilities on the state that has been, or indeed may be, exposed to a cyber incident is warranted both as a matter of conceptualizing state sovereignty, and due to the state’s various obligations to other states and the global community. Part I examines briefly the range of possible cyber threats. Part II analyzes the possible bases for imposition of responsibility on DAS in the context of cybersecurity incidents. Part III more closely examines the nature and scope of such responsibility before, during, and after a cybersecurity incident materializes.

I. Cyber Threats

Much has been written in recent years about cyberspace as a new
domain for warfare. The magnitude of the threats cannot be underestimated. Cyber attacks can “bring whole nations to their knees” and “disable companies.” While the cost of executing a cyber attack is relatively small, its financial consequences can be significant. The November 2014 Sony hack resulted, by some accounts, in total costs to the company of nearly one hundred million dollars.


14. Lisa Richwine, *Cyber Attack Could Cost Sony Studio as Much as $100 Million*, Reuters (Dec. 9, 2014, 5:58 PM), http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/12/09/us-sony-cybersecurity-costs-idUSKBN0JN2LO20141209. Sony has not confirmed final costs from the 2014 hack. While Sony initially expected costs of the hack to be only $15 million, in April 2015 that estimate was revised up to $41 million. There have since been no updates to the estimated cost. Mike Snider, *Sony Forecasts Profit for Next Year*, USA Today (Apr. 30, 2015, 11:51 AM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2015/04/30/sony-hack-expenses-41-million/26625671/.
PWC) has put the average total cost of a cyber attack on a broker-dealer firm at $22 million, and the World Economic Forum (WEF) has estimated that up to $3.06 trillion in projected U.S. economic growth between 2014 and 2020 could be lost if the United States fails to take effective steps to safeguard against cyber threats. Moreover, cybersecurity incidents “in sectors such as communications, finance, transportation[,] and utilities” can have catastrophic consequences. WEF estimates the risk of a major “critical information infrastructure breakdown” in the next decade at ten percent. Until a decade or two ago, cybersecurity incidents could have been regarded as mere “black swan” events that mostly occurred unexpectedly. Their occurrence, however—at some point in time and in some format—is now all too predictable. The number of cybersecurity incidents reported by federal agencies to the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team has increased by 782% from 2006 to 2012—from 5,503 in 2006, to 48,562 in 2012. Similarly, a 2014 PWC survey of “more than 9,700 security, IT, and business executives” investigating cybersecurity trends and expectations in the business community found that the number of “security incidents” detected by the business community increased forty-


16. WORLD ECON. FORUM, RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY IN A HYPERCONNECTED WORLD 25 (2014), http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_IT_PathwaysToGlobalCyberResilience_Report_2012.pdf [hereinafter RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY]. It is estimated that cyberattacks that expose or compromise trade secrets produced a global loss ranging “from $749 billion to as high as $2.2 trillion annually,” while the annual cost of cybercrime to the global economy ranged from $375 billion to as much as $575 billion. MANAGING CYBER RISK IN AN INTERCONNECTED WORLD, PRICEWATERHOUSE COOPERS 10–11, 16 (2014), http://www.dol.gov/ebisa/pdf/erisaadvisorycouncil2015security3.pdf [hereinafter PWC].

17. Dunn, supra note 12 (quoting Eugene Kaspersky, Kaspersky Lab founder and CEO, in a speech to UK police, politicians, and CSOs).


21. Id.

eight percent from 2013 to 2014, up to a total of 42.8 million incidents: “the equivalent of 117,339 incoming attacks per day.”

The number of institutions reporting cyber attacks costing more than $20 million increased ninety-two percent in the same period. Additionally, there was an eighty-six percent increase “[in] respondents who say they have been compromised by nation-states.”

Whether warnings of a cyber Pearl Harbor are warranted or are overly alarmist, there is no questioning the growing awareness of the need to prepare to face such challenges. Not surprisingly, an increasing number of governments have directed their attention to these emerging risks. In the United States, the Obama administration has sought to devise policies to prepare for both “cyber 9/11” attacks, as well as lower-grade cyber attacks. Echoing Former U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta’s view that “a cyber attack perpetrated by nation states or violent extremists groups could be as destructive as the terrorist attack on 9/11,” the 2015

23. Id. at 7.
24. Id. at 10.
25. Id. at 16.
27. See, e.g., John Arquilla, Panetta’s Wrong About a Cyber “Pearl Harbor”, FOR. POL’Y (Nov. 20, 2012), http://foreignpolicy.com/2012/11/20/panettas-wrong-about-a-cyber-pearl-harbor/. A 2011 OECD study suggests that, “despite a multiplicity of potential triggering events . . . there are very few single cyber-events with the capacity to provoke a global shock.” OECD, supra note 5, at 10. See also Henry Farrell, The Hack on the U.S. Government Was Not a ‘Cyber Pearl Harbor’ (But It Was a Very Big Deal), MONKEY CAGE BLOG (June 15, 2015), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/monkey-cage/wp/2015/06/15/the-hack-on-the-u-s-government-was-not-a-cyber-pearl-harbor-but-it-was-a-very-big-deal/.
29. Shaun Roberts, Cyber Wars: Applying Conventional Laws of War to Cyber
Director of National Intelligence’s Worldwide Threat Assessment identified cyber threats as the most significant global threat facing the international community at this time, ranking ahead of counterintelligence, terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, and nuclear proliferation. While the Department of Defense focuses on thwarting and responding to the most serious cyber attacks—those that would have “significant consequences” such as “loss of life, significant damage to property, serious adverse U.S. foreign policy consequences, or serious economic impact on the United States”—other agencies and officials realize the need to address “the near-constant, lower-grade attacks that are carried out routinely.” In February 2015, the administration announced the creation of the Cyber Threat Intelligence Integration Center (CTIIC), to “analyze and integrate information about cyber threats within the federal government.”


30. James Clapper, U.S. Director of National Intelligence, also views cyber attacks as the most significant threat facing the United States since 2013, when he stated that “cyber attacks and cyber espionage ha[s] supplanted terrorism as the top security threat facing the country.” Jupillat, supra note 8, at 115.


33. Army Sgt. 1st Class Tyrone C. Marshall Jr., New DoD Cyber Strategy Nears Release, Official Says, DoDNews (Apr. 14, 2015), http://www.defense.gov/News-Article-View/Article/604456 (quoting Assistant Secretary of Defense Eric Rosenbach’s testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee’s emerging threats and capabilities subcommittee as saying the “most serious” cyberattacks constitute no more than two percent of all cyberattacks).


analyze data already gathered by various federal agencies. In this way, the CTIIC is intended to operate similarly to the National Counterterrorism Center, providing “a central agency to analyze cyberthreats and coordinate strategy” amongst the preexisting cyber-operations centers in various federal agencies—including Homeland Security, the FBI, and the NSA.\(^{37}\) Around the same time, a bill was introduced in the U.S. Senate entitled “The Cyber Threat Sharing Act of 2015.” The bill sought to allocate $14 billion in fiscal year 2016 to protect federal and private networks from hacking threats,\(^ {38} \) and to “give companies legal liability protections when sharing cyber threat data with [the Department of Homeland Security’s National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center].”\(^ {39} \) The effect of this legislation would be to improve domestic cybersecurity safeguards and encourage greater information sharing between private and governmental institutions.\(^ {40} \) After the bill’s introduction it was referred to the Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs, where it remains a pending issue at the time of this writing.\(^ {41} \)

On April 1, 2015, President Obama issued Executive Order (EO) 13694. The President found that “the increasing prevalence and severity of malicious cyber-enabled activities . . . constitute an unusual and extraordinary threat to . . . national security,” leading him to declare that the threat of cyber warfare was a national emergency.\(^ {42} \) EO 13694 identifies the following as perpetrators of cyber attacks:

\[\text{Any person . . . responsible for or complicit in . . . cyber-enabled activities originating from, or directed by persons located, in whole or in substantial part, outside the United States that are reasonably likely to result in, or have materially contributed to, a significant threat to the national security, foreign policy, or economy health or financial stability of the United States.}\]

Once an individual or group has been identified as the perpetrator of a cyber


\(^{40}\) Many firms are “afraid to share vital cyber intelligence [with the government] due to potential lawsuits or federal enforcement actions.” Naing, *supra* note 36 (quoting Cal. Rep. Adam B. Schiff).


\(^{43}\) *Id.*
attack, the EO “enables the U.S. government to block the property and assets of those involved in such attacks,” who have otherwise been difficult to reach.” The practical effectiveness of EO 13694 in deterring cyber attacks or holding perpetrators accountable still remains to be seen.

Despite all the attention given to cyber crime, cyber espionage, cyber attacks, and cyber warfare, these terms do not enjoy widely accepted definitions. Generally speaking, there are two major approaches to relating to cyber events of the categories noted above: the instrument-based approach or the object-based approach. The instrument-based approach

44. “Such attacks” include (i) “Harming, or otherwise significantly compromising the provision of services by, a computer or network of computers that support one or more entities in a critical infrastructure sector,” (ii) “significantly compromising the provision of services by one or more entities in a critical infrastructure sector,” (iii) “causing a significant disruption to the availability of a computer or network of computers,” (iv) “causing a significant misappropriation of funds or economic resources, trade secrets, personal identifiers, or financial information for commercial or competitive advantage or private financial gain,” or (v) engaging in a conspiracy to commit any of the aforementioned offenses. Id.


48. Reese Nguyen, Note, Navigating Jus Ad Bellum in the Age of Cyber Warfare,
focuses on the mode of assault. The use of computers or related networks to cause damage may amount to cyber crime, cyber attacks, or cyber warfare (provided that certain thresholds are crossed which are not the focus of this paper) regardless of whether the harm caused is done to computers or computer networks. The term “cyber” in “cyber attack” refers to and describes, therefore, the mode of assault and distinguishes it from traditional kinetic attacks. In contradistinction, the object-based approach focuses not on the instrumentalities of attack but on computers or computer networks as the targets of attack conducted through and by any means, digital or kinetic. In this context, “cyber” refers to the object under attack rather than to the mode of attack. The absence of consensus around accepted definitions of “cyber” crime, espionage, attacks, and warfare is further exacerbated by a lack of consensus as to whether norms of international law and the U.N. Charter apply to cyberspace, and specifically, whether and how the norms pertaining to self-defense under article 51 of the Charter apply to cyber attacks and operations, and the responses thereto.

49. Id. at 1088.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 1086–87.
52. Id. at 1087–88. To be sure, the increasing incorporation of networked computing technology into physical infrastructure, systems, and products means that the target of an attack on a computer network may well be the physical components with which that network is tightly connected rather than the network itself. Id.
Both the instrument-based approach and the object-based approach share a common conception of willfully perpetrated cyber crime, cyber attacks, and cyber warfare. Whether criminally or politically motivated, terrorist and state-sponsored attacks are pre-meditated and intentional. Unauthorized access to computer systems or networks, theft of information contained in electronic forms, mail bombing, data dildling, salami attacks, computer viruses and malwares, logic bombs, Trojan horses, Internet time thefts, Web jacking, and key-logging are all deliberate logical attacks. Such attacks may focus on the syntax of the target system, disrupting its operating system; or they may be semantic, compromising the accuracy of the information processed by the system. They may penetrate the system—such as through viruses, worms, and Trojans—or disrupt the system by diminishing its functionality without penetrating the system or modifying the attacked system’s resources, such as in the case of denial of


56. The most common syntactic attack is the (Distributed) Denial-of-Service, flooding a system with bogus requests for service. Nguyen, supra note 48, at 1097. It should be noted that DoS or DDoS attacks disrupt the system by diminishing the system’s functionality, but the attacks typically do not leave a permanent mark on the system inasmuch as they do not modify or destroy the computer system’s resources. Id. See also Eric Naing & Ryan Lucas, DNI: Cyber threat shifting to data manipulation, CQ ROLL CALL, 2015 WL 5256370 (Sep. 10, 2015) (arguing that the focus of cyber attacks will shift from theft and destruction towards “operations that will change or manipulate electronic information to compromise its integrity . . . its accuracy and its reliability instead of merely deleting it or disrupting access to it”).

58. See DEPT. OF DEFENSE OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL, AN ASSESSMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ISSUES IN INFORMATION OPERATIONS 5 (2009).


61. IBM GLOBAL TECH. SERV., IBM SECURITY SERVICES 2014 CYBER SECURITY INTELLIGENCE INDEX 3 (2014), http://media.scmagazine.com/documents/82/ibm_cyber_security_intelligence_20450.pdf. The most common errors included: opening an infected attachment or unsafe URL, system misconfiguration, poor patch management, use of default usernames and passwords, lost laptops or mobile devices, and disclosure of information through use of an incorrect email address. Id. See also Im, supra note 60, at 75 (“[T]he major source of unmanaged risks to information systems continues to be accidental in nature. Most of these accidents result arise at the knowledge base error level.”).

62. An example is the overloading of information infrastructures in the aftermath of a disaster. Such overloading may result in the system crashing, preventing flow of critical information in real time that may interfere with timely identification and assessment of the harm as well as inhibit recovery efforts. Im, supra note 60, at 69.

63. Id.
II. Imposing Legal Responsibility on Directly Affected States

Considering cybersecurity incidents through the prism of natural disasters (rather than through the traditional focus on intentional harms) assists in explaining and justifying the imposition of responsibilities on a state that has been exposed to a cyber incident. Such justifications are both inward- and outward-looking. On the one hand, a state owes certain duties to its own nationals as well as to those who find themselves in its territory. Such duties are inherent in human rights law and in international humanitarian law, as well as in the very notion of sovereignty. Conceptions of sovereignty as a contingent value depend on the actions of the state that invokes its subordinate state sovereignty to human rights claims. Justifications for sovereignty no longer rest exclusively on sovereignty’s own presumptive legitimacy, but rather expand to incorporate justifications that derive from the individuals whose rights are to be protected, and from their right to a safe framework in which they can enforce their autonomy and pursue their interests. As former U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan put it: “[t]he state is now widely understood to be the servant of its people, and not vice versa.”

In its report to the Secretary-General, entitled *A More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility*, the United Nations Secretary-General’s High-level Panel on

64. DAS responsibilities, measured against a background of cybersecurity incidents that are the result of natural disasters, raise less resistance as seeking to blame the victim. It is because of that broader conception of cybersecurity incidents that is suggested in this Article, for example, as comprising both intentional and non-intentional threats and harms, that I prefer to use the term “Directly Affected State” to describe states who suffer the harmful consequences of cybersecurity incidents, rather than the terms “victim state” or “target state” that may suggest a certain degree of intentionality behind the threat.


Threats, Challenges and Change pursued a similarly holistic view of security, looking both at state security and human security. The Panel adopted a broad conception of the latter to incorporate both negative freedoms (freedom from fear and absence of violent conflict) and positive freedoms (such as freedom from want) in order to subject state security to human security.\(^68\)

To do that, the panel redefined state sovereignty as a responsibility-based rather than a rights-based concept: “In signing the Charter of the United Nations, States not only benefit from the privileges of sovereignty but also accept its responsibilities,” which include both external obligations to other states and the international community as a whole, and internal obligations to protect the welfare of their own peoples.\(^69\) States are to be protected not because they are, as such, intrinsically good, but because they are “[n]ecessary to achieve the dignity, justice, worth and safety of their citizens.”\(^70\) The interconnectedness between computer networks and the physical world means that cybersecurity incidents are increasingly more likely to threaten individuals’ enjoyment of some of their basic rights, and even endanger their health and lives.\(^71\) Computers and computer networks are now embedded in every facet of modern life, from cellphones, cars, and traffic lights, to hospitals, dams, airport control, and electricity grids. Failure of a state to give appropriate protection to its computer networks or to remedy and correct damage to such systems expeditiously, adequately, and in a timely manner may impair the ability of citizens to enjoy such fundamental rights as the rights to health, privacy, movement, and association—and indeed the very right to life.

A state’s obligations, however, are not merely to its own nationals and to people in its territory. In a digitally interconnected world, the strength of the digital chain may be only as strong as its weakest link.\(^72\) Cybersecurity incidents that compromise the security or the functionality of a network component in one country may have critical spillover impacts on the security or functionality of other parts of the network, or other networks that are connected or otherwise related to it, and that may directly or indirectly affect other states or non-state actors.\(^73\) Attacks on servers in the territory of


\(^{69}\) Id. at 17.

\(^{70}\) Id.

\(^{71}\) “There are significant and growing risks of localised misery and loss as a result of compromise of computer and telecommunications services.” OECD, supra note 5, at 6.


\(^{73}\) OECD, supra note 5, at 85.
Country X may result in significant harm to the networks and interests of Country Y—and indeed Countries A, B, and C—as well as to individuals who have otherwise no relationship to Country X. Virus or malware attacks directed at a particular country’s computers may not be limited to that country, either because the malware has not been programmed carefully or because of other factors that may cause the malware to spill over to computers in other countries.

It is well established that a state may not use, nor permit the use of, its territory in such a manner as to cause injury in or to the territory of another or the properties or persons therein. A state may not “allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States.” Similarly, the International Group of Experts (IGE) that drafted the Tallinn Manual on the International Law of Cyber Warfare, concluded that a “State shall not knowingly allow the cyber infrastructure located in its territory or under its exclusive governmental control to be used for acts that adversely and unlawfully affect other States.” According to the IGE, this due diligence obligation is imposed on states both with respect to government and private cyber infrastructure on their territory as well as cyber activities emanating from that territory. Furthermore, states may have a duty to

74. Id. Thus, for example, Stuxnet, a computer worm considered to be the world’s first digital weapon that attacked Iranian centrifuges and computer system involved in Iran’s nuclear program, also infected computer systems outside of Iran. Historic data from the early days of the Stuxnet worm attack shows Iran, Indonesia, and India accounting for 58.85%, 18.22%, and 8.31% respectively of infected machines globally. W32.Stuxnet, SYMANTEC (Feb. 26, 2013) http://www.symantec.com/security_response/writeup.jsp?docid=2010-071400-3123-99. See also KIM ZETTER, COUNCIL TO ZERO DAY: STUXNET AND THE LAUNCH OF THE WORLD’S FIRST DIGITAL WEAPON 29–31 (2014) (noting that over 300,000 machines were infected by the worm with the majority of those located in Iran, but about forty percent located in other countries such as Indonesia and India).

75. Trail Smelter Case (U.S. v. Can.), 3 R.I.A.A. 1905, 1965 (Perm. Ct. Arb. 1941) (noting that a state “owes at all times a duty to protect other states against injurious acts by individuals from within their jurisdiction”). See also Island of Palmas Case (Neth. v. U.S.), 2 R.I.A.A. 829, 839 (Perm. Ct. Arb. 1928) (noting the duty of every state “to protect within the territory the rights of other states, in particular their right to integrity and inviolability in peace and in war”).


77. TALLINN MANUAL, supra note 53, at 26 (Rule 5).

78. See id. See also Michael N. Schmitt, In Defense of Due Diligence in Cyberspace, 125 YALE L.J. FORUM 68, 70 (2015). Rather than recognize due diligence
prevent illegal attacks that they knew about beforehand.\textsuperscript{79} The European Convention on Cybercrime criminalizes cyber attacks and also confirms the duty of states to prevent territories from being used by non-state actors to conduct these cyber attacks.\textsuperscript{80} The U.N. General Assembly has also called for the criminalization of cyber attacks,\textsuperscript{81} prevention of allowing safe havens to launch cyber attacks,\textsuperscript{82} and cooperation in the investigation and prosecution of international cyber attacks.\textsuperscript{83} The General Assembly and some states have also labeled cyber attacks as a threat to international peace and security.\textsuperscript{84} Similarly, the 2015 report of the U.N. Group of Governmental Experts adopts the U.S.-supported “rules of the road” in cyberspace,\textsuperscript{85} which include, among others, the acknowledgment that “[a] State should not conduct or knowingly support ICT activity contrary to its obligations under international law that intentionally damages critical infrastructure or otherwise impairs the use and operation of critical infrastructure to provide services to the public.”\textsuperscript{86} While the duty to prevent applies to the state whose territory has been used to launch a cyber attack, it as a legal obligation that is imposed on states in cyberspace, however, the GGE report merely stated that “States should seek to ensure that their territories are not used by non-state actors for unlawful use of ICTs.” GGE, supra note 53, at 23.

\textsuperscript{79} This duty includes state obligations to enact stringent criminal laws against the commission of international cyber attacks from within national boundaries; to conduct meaningful, detailed investigations into cyber attacks; to prosecute those who have engaged in these attacks; and to cooperate with the victim states’ own investigations and prosecutions of those responsible for the attacks. Sklerov, supra note 55, 62–72. But see Schmitt, supra note 78, at 70–71 (noting that the IGE did not come to an agreement as to whether the due diligence obligation “applies when a state knows that such [harmful cyber] activities will be launched but they have not yet materialized”).

\textsuperscript{80} Convention on Cybercrime, Council of Europe, Nov. 23, 2001, 41 I.L.M. 282, 2296 U.N.T.S. 167. While primarily a treaty among members of the Council of Europe, this convention has also been ratified by the United States, Australia, Canada, and Japan, along with several other non-Council of Europe nations.

\textsuperscript{81} G.A. Res. 45/121, ¶ 3 (Dec. 14, 1990) [hereinafter G.A. Res. 45/121].

\textsuperscript{82} G.A. Res. 55/63, ¶ 1 (Jan. 22, 2001).

\textsuperscript{83} Id.


may be extended, conceptually, to DAS who—by the very weakness and vulnerability of their ICT systems—endanger not only themselves and their nationals but also other states and non-state actors.\textsuperscript{87} Notions of “good neighborliness” and\textit{ sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas} may be similarly useful in this context.\textsuperscript{88} Going a step further, it may also be appropriate to conceptualize the Internet and ICT networks and systems as matters of a common concern of mankind, much like biodiversity and the world’s climate.\textsuperscript{89}

States that are directly affected by cybersecurity incidents, therefore, ought to bear some of the burden of meeting the threats and challenges related to such incidents. Their responsibility—which does not in any way reduce the responsibility of the states or non-state actors who have initiated the threat—has several layers to it. Successfully coping with cybersecurity harms requires all states to invest funds, technology, intelligence, and human resources to reduce their vulnerabilities to cybersecurity incidents; invest in and improve their capacities to identify, assess, prioritize, and disrupt threats at as early a stage as possible; and act comprehensively and effectively in coordinating and executing both their short-term responses and recovery efforts once threats materialize, as well as long-term adjustments and rehabilitation. In order to minimize the harmful consequences of cybersecurity incidents—in particular when CIS are concerned—DAS will have to invest purposefully in and improve not only their own capabilities but also ensure open, uninterrupted channels of communication with other states and potentially with non-state actors who may be able to assist in mitigation of the harms caused.\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{87} But see Schmitt, supra note 78, at 71 (noting that the IGE did not agree “on whether a state must take preventive measures to ensure the cyber hygiene of the infrastructure on its territory or whether states should be required to monitor for malicious activity that might be directed at other states”). Schmitt also notes that the IGE failed to reach consensus on whether the obligation of due diligence is imposed on transit states. \textit{Id.} at 72–73. Those who would not extend the obligation to transit states are even less likely to see it applied to and imposed on states that are the targets of harmful cyber activities.


\textsuperscript{90} Carter, supra note 13. Secretary Carter stated:

As a military, we have to embrace openness. Today dozens of militaries are developing cyber forces, and because stability depends on avoiding miscalculation that could lead to escalation, militaries must talk to each other
Increasing the free flow of information between private institutions and the government, both by encouraging private institutions to disclose incidents to the government (as addressed, for example, by EO 13694) and sharing government information with the relevant non-state actors is key to improving the detection, identification, and eventual punishment of potential cyber attackers. Lisa Monaco, the Homeland Security Advisor to President Obama, recognizes that “[g]etting the private sector to share data about cyber threats is a key part of bolstering . . . cyber defenses.” Exchange of information between state and non-state actors would “crowd-source solutions to cyber threats by allowing private industry and the government to share malware . . . and create solutions to defend against it.” Facilitating and encouraging the free flow of information between the private and public sectors—both inter-nationally and intra-nationally—would allow states to build stronger safeguards against cyber threats, reducing the likelihood and frequency of cyber incidents. The United States Secretary of Defense, Ash Carter, similarly touted the need for close partnership between the private sector and government. Noting that “American businesses own, operate, and see approximately ninety percent of our national networks,” Secretary Carter emphasized that the private sector must be a key partner. The U.S. government has a unique suite of cyber tools and capabilities, but we need the private sector to take its own steps to protect its data and networks. We want to help where we can, but if companies themselves don’t invest, our country’s collective cyber posture is weakened and our ability to augment that protection is limited. Furthermore, as this Article discusses below, DAS may be under an obligation not only to communicate with other states—and perhaps even non-state actors—about cybersecurity incidents, but also to receive external assistance in meeting those threats and harms. Finally, it should be noted and understand each other’s abilities. And DoD must do its part to shed more light on cyber capabilities that have previously been developed in the shadows.

91. Naing, supra note 36 (citing Cal. Rep. Adam B. Schiff). See also Carter, supra note 13 (“One way we’re responding . . . is by being more transparent, to raise awareness in both the public and the private sector. Indeed, shining a bright light on such intrusions can eventually benefit us all—businesses and governments alike.”).


93. Carter, supra note 13 (“. . . we know that working together in the cyber domain is essential. And that’s why one of the primary aspects of our strategy is working with partners—in the private sector, across our government, and around the world.”).

94. Id.

95. Id.
that global interconnectivity and interdependence of information and telecommunication technologies and computer networks mean that, to varying degrees, each and every country may find itself the direct object of cybersecurity incidents. Thus, whatever obligations DAS may have are shared among the nations of the world.

In looking for sources for state legal responsibility in this area it may also be instructive to note the argument that companies that fall victim to cybersecurity breaches and cyber attacks bear responsibility for protecting themselves against such attacks and their harmful consequences.96 Yang and Hoffstadt argue that the victim-company would be forced to absorb losses and might incur additional losses if it were sued for failing to secure its intellectual property and computer systems.97 Such lawsuits may seek tort relief for breach of the duty of care to maintain a secure network or a breach of fiduciary duty to keep data secure.98 Recently, the Third Circuit upheld a suit brought by the Federal Trade Commission against the Wyndham hotel chain in which the FTC argued that Wyndham’s failure to undertake adequate cybersecurity measures—failure that resulted in hackers carrying out three cybersecurity attacks against the hotel chain and stealing personal information stored by Wyndham about its guests99—constituted an “unfair business practice.” Judge Ambro, writing for the court, rejected Wyndham’s three arguments against finding of unfairness. First, the court held that unfair conduct need not necessarily be unscrupulous or unethical.100 Second, the court ruled that even if one were to accept Wyndham’s argument equating “unfair” with “not equitable,” a company “does not act equitably when it publishes a privacy policy to attract customers who are concerned about data privacy, fails to make good on that promise by investing inadequate resources in cybersecurity, exposes its unsuspecting customers to substantial financial injury, and retains the profits of their business.”101 Finally, the court rejected Wyndham’s contention that

---


98. Yang & Hoffstadt, supra note 96, at 208. This will, arguably, incentivize companies to take measures to prevent cyber attacks. Hardware and software manufacturers are generally shielded from liability because they condition the use of their product on the acceptance of a licensing agreement that absolves them of most forms of liability for design defects that result in future vulnerabilities to users’ computers. Id. at 208–09.


100. Id. at 244–45.

101. Id. at 245.
a business “does not treat its customers in an ‘unfair’ manner when the business itself is victimized by criminals.” Thus, the court concluded, Wyndham’s alleged conduct fell within the plain meaning of unfair and was subject to regulation under Section 45(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914.

Some scholars have advocated the implementation of a “cybersecurity negligence” standard, as “a means of determining liability for companies who suffer damage from lax cybersecurity.” Applying this formula to DAS, however, allows weaker states to implement weaker standards, which is problematic given the interconnected nature of cyberspace, and the ability of cyber threats to penetrate networks through weak links in the interconnected chain. Other scholars support a heightened degree of mens rea before imposing obligations or liability upon an institution for failing to prevent a cyber attack. Yet others caution against implementing anything less than an actual knowledge or willful blindness standard. While some may support a “constructive knowledge” standard for holding institutions accountable, Michael Schmitt argues that

> [a]s the means of cyber identification and attribution are typically classified . . . states will be reticent to reveal their capabilities, making it highly problematic to determine with some certainty whether a particular state's technical capabilities are at a level at which the offending cyber operations should . . . have been identified and attributed.

102. Id. at 246.


104. Shackelford et. al., supra note 28, at 313.

The issue of the liability of private corporations and non-state actors for damage caused to them and others as a result of their failure to undertake appropriate cybersecurity measures and put in place robust defenses against harmful cyber incidents, whether man-made or not, is of particular relevance to this discussion. On the one hand, non-state actors often find themselves on the “cyber frontline.” Cyber defense does not occur in a “neutral space” but inside organizational networks. It depends on the organization—its use of technologies, and its will and ability to protect, cooperate, and collaborate with other organizations and the state—to be successful. At the same time, the gamut of non-state actors whose actions or omissions affect states are not limited to the territory of any one particular state.

Before turning to examine briefly the possible sources and scope of DAS responsibility, I should note that while there are significant developments taking place towards the recognition of the duties discussed in the remainder of this Article as a matter of positive, existing international law, many such duties belong to the realm of lex ferenda rather than form obligations de lege lata.

III. Responsibility of DAS Before, During, and After Cybersecurity Incidents

A. Responsibility of DAS Before Cybersecurity Incidents

States have sovereign authority over infrastructure and activities within their territory. Although no state can claim sovereignty over cyberspace as such, states may exercise sovereign prerogatives over cyber infrastructure that is physically located, and activities that take place, in their territory. No state, however, is able or expected, regardless of its level of technological sophistication and commitment of human resources and funds, to foolproof “its” systems against cybersecurity incidents. ICT and

106. Carter, supra note 13. Secretary Carter explained:

While we in DoD are an attractive target, the cyber threat is one we all face . . . as institutions, and as individuals. Networks nationwide are scanned millions of times a day. And as we’ve seen cyber attackers bombard the public websites of banks, make off with customer data from retailers, try to access critical infrastructure networks, and steal research and intellectual property from universities and businesses alike . . . so too have individual citizens been compelled to guard against identity theft.

107. I thank Amit Ashkenazi for raising this point when commenting on an earlier draft of this Article.

108. TALLINN MANUAL, supra note 53, at 15–23.

109. Id.

their related systems and infrastructures are interconnected globally, which means that prevention cannot be fully accomplished on a local, national level. Inter-state cooperation is needed. Not only is such cooperation lacking on the state level at present, but even if it were attained, non-state actors could still be able to carry out cyber attacks and natural disasters would still pose problems of catastrophic proportions. Furthermore, cybersecurity incidents may happen very quickly, even automatically, impacting a large number of victims at the same time. Attacks can be carried out cheaply—or cost nothing in the case of a natural disaster—while establishing robust defenses against cybersecurity incidents is costly and complex, limiting the capacity and willingness of many countries around the world to undertake such measures.


112. The U.S. Department of Defense’s Cyber Strategy clearly points out:

   In addition to state-based threats, non-state actors like the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) use cyberspace to recruit fighters and disseminate propaganda and have declared their intent to acquire disruptive and destructive cyber capabilities. Criminal actors pose a considerable threat in cyberspace, particularly to financial institutions, and ideological groups often use hackers to further their political objectives. State and non-state threats often also blend together; patriotic entities often act as cyber surrogates for states, and non-state entities can provide cover for state-based operators. This behavior can make attribution more difficult and increases the chance of miscalculation.”

DoD CYBER STRATEGY, supra note 34, at 9.


115. Most developing countries do not have a telecommunications sector capable of supporting ICT. The digital divide is most extreme in Asia, with some countries having seventy percent of households connected to the Internet (like South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore) and less than one percent in others (like Laos, Cambodia, Mongolia, and Myanmar). See, e.g., Roderic Broadhurst, Developments in the Global Law Enforcement of Cyber-Crime, 29 POLICING: AN INT’L. J. OF POLICE STRATEGIES & MGMT. 408, 410–11 (2006). The 2013 Report of the United Nations Group of Governmental Experts on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security called on member states to engage in capacity building efforts to assist developing countries build the required skills
States may be expected to exercise due diligence\textsuperscript{116} and establish feasible, primarily passive defenses against cybersecurity incidents.\textsuperscript{117} Passive defenses include system access controls that prevent unauthorized users from getting into a system and force authorized users to be security-conscious,\textsuperscript{118} data access controls that are aimed at the data and programs inside the system instead of access controls,\textsuperscript{119} security administration (security policies, training, and audits to ensure protection),\textsuperscript{120} and security system design that uses hardware and software to protect the system.\textsuperscript{121} They may also include mechanisms that would facilitate timely warnings against cyber threats and security incidents. It is worth noting that employment by states or private companies\textsuperscript{122} of more active self-help to protect their networks and citizens. U.N. Doc. A/68/98, supra note 53.

\textsuperscript{116} For a recent discussion of the concept of due diligence in the context of “a state’s legal responsibilities when cyber infrastructure located on its territory is used by another state—or by non-state actors, such as hacker groups, individual hacktivists, organized armed groups, or terrorists—to mount the operations,” see Schmitt, supra note 78, at 68.


\textsuperscript{118} Examples of system access controls include a username and password, electronic keys, tokens, badges, and smart cards, as well as biometric or behavioral pass codes including fingerprints, handprints, retina patterns, iris patterns, voice, signatures, or keystroke patterns. Other systems use transmission encryption, challenge response procedures, and password controls. 2 RICK LEHTINEN ET AL., COMPUTER SECURITY BASICS 49–62 (2006).

\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 50.

\textsuperscript{120} Id. at 96–98.

\textsuperscript{121} Examples include anti-virus, encryption, firewalls, and intrusion detection programs. Id. at 50, 92–93, 189–91. See also TIMOTHY SHIMEALL & JONATHAN SPRING, INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SECURITY: A STRATEGIC-BASED APPROACH (2013) (organizing cyber defense measures around four defensive strategies: deception, frustration, resistance, and recognition and recovery).

\textsuperscript{122} See generally Jan E. Messerschmidt, Hackback: Permitting Retaliatory Hacking by Non-State Actors as Proportionate Countermeasures to Transboundary Cyberharm, 52 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 275 (2013); Zach West, Young Fella, If You’re Looking for Trouble I’ll Accommodate You: Deputizing Private Companies for the Use of Hackback,
measures—such as “hackbacks”—that are designed to disable, counterattack, or even destroy the attacker’s own system in response to cyber attacks raises serious legal challenges both as a matter of domestic law and of the international law of armed conflict.

States ought also to engage in a robust resilience planning that involves, among other things, building up redundant systems, offline backups, and parallel networks, as well as enhancing system interoperability to improve sharing of critical information, and developing of alternative capabilities to protect against disruptions in the primary systems. In a similar vein, the International Law Commission’s (ILC) work on draft articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters has recently adopted the idea of disaster risk reduction and seeks to impose on all states the obligation to reduce the risk of disasters by taking the necessary and appropriate measures, including through legislation and


123. Remarks by Assistant Attorney General Leslie R. Caldwell at the Georgetown Cybersecurity Law Institute (May 20, 2015), http://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-leslie-r-caldwell-delivers-remarks-georgetown-cybersecurity (discussing “the use of ostensibly defensive measures, such as ‘hacking back’ into an attacker’s system either to punish an attacker or to retrieve or delete stolen data,” and concluding that not only are such measures prohibited under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act but that “sound policy also militates against use of hackback tactics”). According to Caldwell, such “sound policy” arguments include the significant risk to innocent third parties, interference with ongoing government investigations, and detrimental effect on U.S. foreign relations, as well as the “low likelihood of being beneficial.” See generally Debra Wong Yang, supra note 96 (examining the legality of hackbacks under U.S. domestic law).

124. Jensen, supra note 65, at 1566 n.205. See generally Jay P. Kesan & Carol M. Hayes, Mitigative Counterstriking: Self-Defense and Deterrence in Cyberspace, 25 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 429 (2012) (examining tactics such as hackbacks under the law of armed conflict); Sklerov, supra note 55 (same).


126. DOD CYBER STRATEGY, supra note 34, at 11 (“Because the Defense Department’s capabilities cannot necessarily guarantee that every cyberattack will be denied successfully, the Defense Department must invest in resilient and redundant systems so that it may continue its operations in the face of disruptive or destructive cyberattacks on DoD networks.”).


128. See Presidential Policy Directive, supra note 5.
regulations, to prevent, mitigate, and prepare for disasters. Such disaster risk reduction measures would include the “conduct of risk assessments, the collection and dissemination of risk and past loss information, and the installation and operation of early warning systems.” As the ILC explains, the obligation to reduce the risk of disasters covers not only the response phase of a disaster, but also the “pre-disaster duties of States.” Quoting from the 2005 Hyogo Declaration, the ILC’s commentary on draft article 11 notes that

a culture of disaster prevention and resilience, and associated pre-disaster strategies, which are sound investments, must be fostered at all levels, ranging from the individual to the international levels. Disaster risks, hazards and their impacts pose a threat, but appropriate response to this can and should lead to actions to reduce risks and vulnerabilities in the future.

Resiliency relates to the ability to adapt and respond rapidly to disruptions and maintain continuity of operations. It requires preparing for potential threats to the continued functioning of computer networks and delivery of critical services. As Secretary Carter suggested, “[w]e have to . . . conduct exercises in resiliency . . . so that if a cyberattack degrades our usual capabilities, we can still mobilize, deploy, and operate our forces in other domains—air, land, and sea—despite the attack.” For its part, redundancy is a critical component in resiliency planning. Redundancy is crucial to achieving safety of ICT systems and ensuring that critical

---

130. Id. at 88.
131. Id. at 111.
133. ILC Report, supra note 129, at 112. Similarly, the ILC quotes the concluding summary by the Chair of the fourth session of the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction (2013) noting the “growing recognition that the prevention and reduction of disaster risk is a legal obligation, encompassing risks assessments, the establishment of early warning systems, and the right to access risk information.” Id.
134. Other terms have been used to express similar ideas such as robustness, reconstitution, recovery, resourcefulness, adaptability, reliability, and mission assurance. See generally Nicholas J. Multary & Christopher S. Oehmen, Building the Theory of Resilience, PAC. NW. NAT’L LABORATORY, http://cybersecurity.pnnl.gov/documents/Theory_of_Resilience-V15.pdf.
136. Id.
infrastructures that depend on ICT systems continue to function during a cybersecurity incident, as redundancy mitigates possible attacks against, or breakdowns of, a single point of failure.\(^{138}\)

Implementing defenses and measures as noted above may not be easy. Existing poor cyber hygiene\(^{139}\) is exacerbated by the fact that new vulnerabilities are easily discovered and exploited.\(^{140}\) This is especially true in the context of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and public domain products, whose structure is widely available and can be readily analyzed by attackers.\(^ {141}\) Continuous monitoring of potential threats is expensive both in financial terms and in terms of the necessary human resources. Such continuous monitoring may be extremely difficult or even impossible to perform for many states around the world who lack the financial wherewithal and the required technological capacities.\(^{142}\)

In addition to technological mechanisms to prevent or minimize harm resulting from cybersecurity incidents, DAS may also be expected to ensure

\(^{138}\) See, e.g., Arquilla, supra note 27. See also Shane Harris, Exclusive: Meet the Fed’s First Line of Defense Against Cyber Attacks, FOREIGN POL’Y (Apr. 29, 2014), http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/04/28/exclusivemeet_the_secret_fed_cyber_security_unit_keeping_trillions_of_dollars_s.

\(^{139}\) Gen. Keith B. Alexander, Building a New Command in Cyberspace, STRATEGIC STUD. Q. 3, 6 (2011), http://www.au.af.mil/au/ssq/2011/summer/summer11.pdf. Poor hygiene may result from poor systems administration (for example, failure to install security and safety updates, failure to maintain proper firewalls and update virus definitions). See Shackelford, supra note 47, at 982, as well as from the fact that implementation of defenses against cybersecurity incidents may get in the way of developing new systems and responding to user requests. See also Sara Kraemer & Pascale Carayon, Human Errors and Violations in Computer and Information Security: The Viewpoint of Network Administrators and Security Specialists, 38 APPLIED ERGONOMICS 143, 143–44 (2007).


\(^{141}\) YURCIK & DOSS, supra note 47, at 5. Production of COTS is often rushed to the market with multiple, existing system vulnerabilities, referred to as “technical debt.” Shackelford, supra note 47, at 982. Furthermore, most softwares are tested by the penetrate-and-patch approach, whereby someone finds an exploitable security “hole” and the software manufacturer issues a patch. This leaves many vulnerabilities in the software. YURCIK & DOSS, supra note 47, at 5.

\(^{142}\) For discussion of the links between the legal obligation of due diligence and states’ capabilities see, e.g., Schmitt, supra note 78, at 74–76. See also Oren Gross, The New Way of War: Is There a Duty to Use Drones?, 67 FLA. L. REV. 1, 62–68 (2015) (discussing the possibility of applying differential rules to the law of armed conflict; in other words, imposing different normative obligations on different states based on each nation’s capabilities).
that the proper legal measures are put in place. For example, state practice of treating cyber attacks as criminal offenses under domestic law seems to reflect recognition of the duty to prevent cyber attacks. Improving a nation’s cyber detection, attribution, and punishment capabilities may, in turn, “make cyber espionage [and attacks] so costly that [they] no longer pay to execute.” If there is a high probability that cyber attackers are detected, identified, and effectively punished by “sanctions, civil litigation, or otherwise,” there is far smaller incentive to carry through with an attack. Indeed, the implementation of robust criminal justice penalties for cyber attacks is supported by the World Economic Forum. Yet, whether existing state practice amounts to a norm of customary international law is a matter of some contention, especially in light of failure by many states to enforce the law on the books.

The duty to warn of an impending disaster is not a new concept, “[especially after] man-made disasters, such as the Chernobyl meltdown and the Sandoz spill.” Indeed, it has been suggested that the International Court of Justice’s decision in the Corfu Channel Case provides the basis for a general duty to warn other states of potential or impending harm. In the context of cybersecurity threats, however, such a duty to warn is further complicated by two factors. First, DAS may not actually realize that they have fallen victim to an attack or a cybersecurity incident and may also not be able to recognize threats to their ICT systems in a timely and

143. Carr, supra note 11, at 64.
145. Id. See also DoD CYBER STRATEGY, supra note 34, at 10–12 (detailing the need and the guidelines for a comprehensive cyber deterrence strategy to deter key state and non-state actors from conducting cyber attacks against U.S. interests).
146. RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY, supra note 16, at 9 (advocating for an “end-to-end criminal justice system [giving] law enforcement . . . the capability and resources to investigate cybercrimes and to have an appropriate, comprehensive and agile legal code to support its investigate and prosecutorial activities”).
147. See id. at 65.
151. Buckland, supra note 55.
meaningful manner. Second, the scope of the warning that is due (for example, how much information to disclose) may be problematic insofar as much of the pertinent information may be closely linked to the DAS’ own national security interests and concerns.\textsuperscript{152} In either case, the identity of the source of the cyber attack may well remain unknown.\textsuperscript{153}

B. Responsibility of DAS During Cybersecurity Incidents

When prevention has not been successful and a state faces a cybersecurity incident, it bears the responsibility—both to its own citizens and to other states, and perhaps even non-state actors—to identify expeditiously and effectively the nature of the security risk, assess the harm, prioritize plans of action to overcome the danger, manage remedial plans as they are put into action, mitigate damage that has been caused as a result of the incident, and engage in short-term recovery.

DAS may face certain limitations, both technological and legal, in responding to a cybersecurity incident. Even the best detection and monitoring programs are unable to detect all cyber incidents. Indeed, a DAS may not even realize that it has been the object of a cybersecurity incident or, alternatively, may face challenges in differentiating between legitimate operations, intrusive marketing, hacker mischief, competitor attacks, criminal activity, and cyber terrorism.\textsuperscript{154} Assessing the harm and damage wrought by the security incident in order to prioritize plans of action to overcome the danger and manage remedial plans, as well as to put in place measures to mitigate the harm, may be similarly difficult.\textsuperscript{155}

Identifying the source of the security incident may be nearly impossible in some cases—mostly when the cause of the incident is malicious.\textsuperscript{156} “Sophisticated attacks by knowledgeable operators, whether private or state-

\textsuperscript{152} Id. at 27.
\textsuperscript{153} Id. at 23–24.
\textsuperscript{154} Stephen Hinde, Cyber-terrorism in Context, 22 COMPUTERS & SECURITY 188, 188 (2003).
\textsuperscript{155} See id. at 192.
\textsuperscript{156} Messerschmidt, supra note 122, at 285 (“The current packet architecture of the core TCP/IP protocols does not provide an authentication mechanism for individual packets, making it nearly impossible to verify a sender’s identity.”). The inability to attribute a cyber attack to a particular state has, of course, critical ramifications as far as the jus ad bellum is concerned, for even if the particular attack could be regarded as amounting to an armed attack for purposes of article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, if it cannot be attributed satisfactorily, then the victim state may not be able to exercise its right to self-defense. See, e.g., Michael Schmitt, Computer Network Attack and the Use of Force in International Law: Thoughts on a Normative Framework, 37 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 885, 892, 928–29 (1999); Michael N. Schmitt, Cyber Operations and the Jus ad Bellum Revisited, 56 VILL. L. REV. 569, 586–87 (2011).
sponsored, are almost impossible to trace using modern practices.\textsuperscript{157} Ascertaining conclusively the identity of an attacker requires an intensive, time-consuming investigation and the help of the state of origin of the cyber attack.\textsuperscript{158} The difficulties inherent in identifying the source of a cyber attack and, where relevant, attributing the attack to the appropriate state or non-state actors, emphasize yet again the need for close partnership between governments and the private sector. As Secretary Carter noted recently:

We like to deter malicious action before it happens, and we like to be able to defend against incoming attacks—as well as pinpoint where an attack came from. We’ve gotten better at that because of strong partnerships across the government, and because of private-sector security researchers like FireEye, Crowdstrike, HP—when they out a group of malicious cyber attackers, we take notice and share that information.\textsuperscript{159} The challenges and limitations of dealing with cybersecurity incidents alone, and the impact that such incidents may have on DAS’ own populations, other countries, and non-state actors, suggest that any discussion of legal duties of DAS will be founded on notions of cooperation.\textsuperscript{160} Such notions, which focus on conduct rather than on outcome,\textsuperscript{161} and which ought to be balanced against sovereign prerogatives


[It] may be difficult even to know when a cyberattack has begun, who the attacker is, and what the purpose and effects of the cyberattack are/were. Indeed, it may be difficult to identify even the nature of the involved party (e.g., a government, a terrorist group, an individual), let alone the name of the country or the terrorist group or the individual. Knowing the nature of the party is an important element in determining the appropriate response. And, of course, knowing which country, terrorist group, or individual is in fact responsible is essential if any specific response involving attack is deemed appropriate. (footnote omitted).

\textit{Id.} See also Brenner, supra note 47 (detailing attribution of attacks and attackers).


\textsuperscript{159} Carter, supra note 13.

\textsuperscript{160} PIERRE-MARIE DUPUY \\& JORGE E. VÍÑUALES, \textit{INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW} 64–66 (2015).

of states, have found their way into numerous international treaties. Yet, at present they have not attained the status of customary international legal norms. Generally, the duty to cooperate “must be understood as encompassing a great variety of coordinating, technical, scientific and logistical activities.” Thus, for example, in the area of responding to natural disasters, international agreements have referred to coordinating communications and information sharing, addressing regulatory barriers to entry of foreign personnel and relief equipment, and extending scientific and technical expertise.

The challenges and limitations of dealing with cybersecurity incidents, especially when one considers that an incident may impact a DAS’ own population as well as other countries and non-state actors, suggest that at a minimum DAS ought to report the incident and share relevant information with other relevant actors. Indeed, “coordination of communication and exchange of information is [sic] essential to effective disaster response.” Thus, some writers propose “cyber incident thresholds” that, when crossed, mandate reporting. It is also worth noting that in those cases when cyber attacks are involved that would constitute not only an impermissible use of force, but amount to an armed attack for purposes of article 51 of the U.N. Charter, a DAS who wishes to exercise its right of self-defense would

164. Valencia-Ospina V, supra note 161, para. 93.
165. Id. at paras. 101–03.
166. Id. at paras. 106–13.
167. Id. at paras. 104–05.
168. Id. at para. 101.
169. See Buckland, supra note 55, at 27. This, however, would not apply to large groups of low-level events that together, have a large impact. Cf. id. at 27.
170. As is the case with definitions of the basic terms, there is no consensus with respect to the question: “when does a cyber incident rise to the level of an armed attack for purposes of article 51 of the UN Charter?” See, e.g., Antonia Chayes, Borderless Wars: Civil Military Disorder and Legal Uncertainty 130–71 (2015); Antonia Chayes, Rethinking Warfare: The Ambiguity of Cyber Attacks, 6 HARV. NAT’L SECURITY J. 474 (2015); Priyanka R. Dev, “Use of Force” and “Armed Attacks” Thresholds in Cyber Conflict: The Looming Definitional Gaps and the Growing Need for Formal U.N. Response, 50 TEX. INT’L L.J. 381 (2015); Oona A. Hathaway et al., The Law of Cyber-Attack, 100 CALIF. L. REV. 817 (2012); Nguyen, supra note 48; Roberts, supra note 29.
have to notify the Security Council of the armed attack.\textsuperscript{171} President Obama’s Policy Directive on Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience recognizes the critical role of information sharing in preparing for, and responding to, cybersecurity incidents.\textsuperscript{172} The Directive, looking only at the domestic scene, emphasizes that “a secure, functioning, and resilient critical infrastructure requires the efficient exchange of information, including intelligence, between all levels of governments and critical infrastructure owners and operators.”\textsuperscript{173} Such information sharing “must facilitate the timely exchange of threat and vulnerability information as well as information that allows for the development of a situational awareness capability during incidents.”\textsuperscript{174} Information sharing is no less critical on the international level.

The content and scope of reporting and notification are less clear. First, it is not entirely clear who may be the recipient of such reports and notifications—other states, or also non-state actors such as private companies, international organizations, and even individuals. Non-state actors may be affected by the incident and may also be able to supply much required assistance to overcome the cybersecurity incident and mitigate its harmful consequences. Second, the substantive content of the report and notification are similarly unclear.\textsuperscript{175} A laconic statement—“we have been the object of a cybersecurity incident”—neither offers much guidance to others who may be potentially harmed by the incident, nor directs them towards meaningful ways to assist the DAS. On the other hand, cybersecurity incidents may involve significant national security interests of the DAS, which it will be reluctant to expose publicly.\textsuperscript{176} The close interconnectedness of the civilian and military cyber infrastructures means inevitably that much information about the incidents may be withheld for national security reasons.\textsuperscript{177} Revealing the very existence of the incident may also entail significant embarrassment to DAS—who failed to prevent the threat from materializing. Information sharing also raises weighty issues of privacy and concerns for infringement on civil rights and liberties, especially when such information is shared with foreign entities. Thus, limitations and restrictions on the content, structure, and type of information shared, as well as the timeliness of such act of sharing, may undermine the ability to gain and acquire real-time situational awareness.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{171} U.N. Charter art. 51.
\item \textsuperscript{172} See Presidential Policy Directive, supra note 5.
\item \textsuperscript{173} Id. at 6.
\item \textsuperscript{174} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{175} See Valencia-Ospina V, supra note 161, at paras. 102–03.
\item \textsuperscript{176} See Buckland, supra note 55, at 27.
\end{itemize}
Another set of thorny questions arises in the context of external intervention in the aftermath of a cybersecurity incident. While extension of such concepts as the responsibility to protect to cybersecurity incidents may seem, at present, unwarranted, other bases may be relevant in examining external interventions in instances of cybersecurity incidents. States have been helping each other in the wake of natural disasters—earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, typhoons, hurricanes, volcanoes, and droughts—for centuries, yet confusion and lack of coordination define the current system of natural disaster response. Some of the questions that come up in the context of responding to natural disasters are also relevant to cybersecurity incidents for the reasons elaborated above. In the context of the responsibilities of DAS in particular, the following questions ought to be addressed: does a DAS have an obligation to seek assistance in order to deal with such incidents? Does it have an obligation to accept offers of assistance and help if, and when, those are made by other states or non-state actors? Should other states—and perhaps even non-state actors—be entitled, or perhaps, even have a duty to intervene in the DAS, when the latter is technologically unable or politically unwilling to address the security incident and its ramifications in a timely, effective, and comprehensive manner?

Instructive parallels may be drawn from the International Law Commission’s work on protecting persons in the event of a disaster. A significant part of its efforts has been directed at establishing the legal duties

178. See U.N. Secretary-General, Implementing the Responsibility to Protect, ¶ 10(b), U.N. Doc. A/63/677 (Jan. 12, 2009) (limiting the application of R2P ideas to four specific crimes: genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity).


180. See also Duncan B. Hollis, An e-SOS for Cyberspace, 52 HARV. INT’L L. J. 374, 408–425 (2011) (discussing a “duty to assist” network for victims of the most severe cyber threats). A concomitant issue, outside the scope of this Article, is if other states and non-state actors should have the right to intervene even in the absence of DAS’ consent to overcome an incident that may affect their own interests, such as when a DAS is technologically unable or politically unwilling to address effectively and comprehensively the risk that is presented by the incident.

181. See, e.g., Council Regulation 1257/96,1996 O.J. (L 163) 1 (EU) (stating that, “people in distress, victims of natural disasters, wars and outbreaks of fighting, or other comparable exceptional circumstances have a right to international humanitarian assistance where their own authorities prove unable to provide effective relief”) (emphasis added).
of states affected by such disasters. The ILC’s draft article 12 of the draft articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of Disasters establishes an affected state’s duty to ensure both the protection of persons and to ensure the provision of disaster relief and assistance on its territory. Draft article 13 deals with a duty of the affected state to seek external assistance and provides that, “[t]o the extent that a disaster exceeds its national response capacity, the affected State has the duty to seek assistance from among other States, the United Nations, other competent intergovernmental organizations and relevant non-governmental organizations, as appropriate.” In the context of natural disasters, a duty to seek assistance may derive primarily from international human rights law. In the case of cybersecurity incidents, this duty can also be based on the notion of a duty to cooperate and duty to prevent trans-boundary harm to other states.

Imposing duties on DAS to seek and accept assistance is, to a certain degree, in tension with traditional notions of sovereign rights and prerogatives. It is thus not surprising that even in the context of catastrophic natural disaster, some states are weary of couching obligations in legal terms, preferring instead to use hortatory formulations such as “should seek assistance.” Indeed, even those who accept as desirable a legal duty on DAS to seek and accept assistance recognize the ability of affected states to impose certain conditions on the provision of external assistance.

182. See generally ILC Report, supra note 129.

183. Id. at 117–19.

184. Id. at 119–23. The duty of the affected state to accept external assistance is qualified by draft articles 14 and 15 that provide, respectively, that the provision of external assistance requires the consent of the affected State (which shall not be withheld arbitrarily), and that the affected state may place conditions on the provision of external assistance. Id. at 123–26, 127–29.


188. See id. at paras. 117–81. In his report, the Special Rapporteur states that “any condition imposed by the affected State must be reasonable and must not undermine the
One important condition that the ILC raises in the context of natural disasters and whose significance and challenges are likely to be amplified in the context of cybersecurity incidents pertains to identifying needs and quality control. In the context of natural disasters the ILC emphasizes the discretionary power of the affected state to choose the assistance that is “most appropriate to its specific needs”—taking into consideration the gravity of the emergency to frame appropriate response policies. Yet in the context of cybersecurity incidents, the principle of needs-based allocation of assistance is likely to be much harder to implement because the DAS may not actually know that it has been attacked. It may also be extremely difficult—if not downright impossible—to assess the scope of the dangers, the risks involved, and the likely harms that may entail to the DAS itself, its citizens, and to other countries and non state actors. Similarly, quality control is likely to pose major challenges when viewed in the context of assistance to overcome cybersecurity incidents and mitigation of harms that follow from such incidents.

It is worth noting that in its work on protection of persons in the event of disasters, the ILC has recognized the right of “States, the United Nations, and other competent intergovernmental organizations . . . to offer assistance to the affected State” responding to a disaster. Furthermore, the ILC’s draft articles provide that “[r]elevant non-governmental organizations may also offer assistance to the affected State.” Concomitantly, the draft articles provide that, for its part, the affected State “shall take the necessary measures, within its national law, to facilitate the prompt and effective provision of external assistance . . .”

C. Responsibility of DAS After Cybersecurity Incidents

In the aftermath of a cybersecurity incident, DAS ought to have the responsibility not only to implement recovery measures but also to
engage in long-term adjustment plans and rehabilitation efforts.

One major challenge with cybersecurity incidents is that, “[w]ith the globalization of communications networks, public safety is increasingly dependent on effective law enforcement cooperation with foreign governments. That cooperation may not be possible, however, if a country does not have substantive laws in place to prosecute or extradite a perpetrator.”\textsuperscript{195} International cooperation depends on states enacting relevant domestic legislation, both penal and civil, and enforcing such legislation. In a similar vein, U.N. Security Council Resolution 1373 states that “all States shall . . . afford one another the greatest measure of assistance in connection with criminal investigations or criminal proceedings relating to or financing or support of terrorist acts, including assistance in obtaining evidence in their possession necessary for the proceedings.”\textsuperscript{196}

Conclusion

Cybersecurity incidents may result in significant harm regardless of whether the cause of such harm is a premeditated syntactic or semantic attack orchestrated by states or hacktivists, or a natural disaster that results in partial or complete destruction of digital infrastructure or networks. Preventing, overcoming, and recovering from such incidents require concerted actions by a variety of actors, both state and non-state, both domestically and internationally. There is a multiplicity of stakeholders in ICT networks and CIS structures. Domestically, federal (where relevant), state and local government, civil society, organizations and corporations, individuals, owners, and operators of critical infrastructure all have an essential stake in the issues discussed in this Article.\textsuperscript{197} Internationally, foreign governments, as well as non-governmental organizations and


\textsuperscript{197} A GAO report found that thirty-one out of thirty-four of the United States Department of Defense’s most critical assets were dependent upon the public power grid, which is eighty-five percent privately owned and, under current U.S. law, cannot be ordered to comply with hardening its networks against cyber attacks. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-10-147, DEFENSE CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE: ACTIONS NEEDED TO IMPROVE THE IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRICAL POWER RISKS AND VULNERABILITIES TO DOD CRITICAL ACTIVES 10, 22, 36 (2009).
The diversity of stakeholders raises concerns of fragmentation, transparency, oversight, accountability, cost, and network complexity. At the same time, the growing challenges of cybersecurity incidents require streamlined processes for collaboration and exchange of information. They also require recognition and acknowledgement that every state, whether a source state for such incident or a state directly affected by the incident, must bear some responsibility to prevent, mitigate, manage, and ultimately recover from such incidents. Such responsibilities are owed, ultimately, both to the state’s own citizens and to the global community of states and non-state actors.

198. Buckland, supra note 55, at 17.
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